
ESSAY OF MY FAVORITE BEACH

Writing sample of essay on a given topic "Beach Is My Favorite Place".

One day, I may move to my favorite place, or keep it my treasure that I only go to once in a while. I feel so at
ease, so calm and collected in this environment. I have one son on each side of me bundled up tight. If you go
to a beach at the evenings you can see a beautiful sight of the sunset. You can enjoy a lot when you go to the
beach. In many cases, some of the beaches operate both night and day hence this is very flexible to me
especially during the holidays when we need to relax our minds. I wholly agree with Thoreau and his
optimistic attitude towards nature. I am so far away from the nursing knowledge that clouds my brain, nothing
is stopping me from clearing my mind. There is no other place in the world that forces me to feel so calm and
tranquil, that I can enjoy at any time of the year. My preference is the being relaxed and just soaking up the
environment around me. The volleyball nets strung tight as a harp. Favorite places can be an expensive or
cheap restaurant, a movie theater, or game center. McCall is a resort town located on the western side of
Valley County. One of my favorite place to visit is the beach. In decision. The drinks flowing and abundant
like Niagra Falls. They constantly change from red or pink, to yellow, or orange or peach, even to purple as
the sun sinks further and further over the horizon. It is a small town on the south shore of the Payette Lake,
and the Payette Lake is where all the fun takes place. I have a lot of shells now in my house. In my sentiment.
I can non assist but believe about the Almighty. Many of times you see artist portraying the beach with their
paintings, or by singing about its magnificence and its splendor. My grandma has always kept many farm and
house animals.


